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The purpose of this note is to extend MacDuffee's normal basis f to a general linear associative algebra.
Let 21 be a linear associative algebra over an infinite field g> with the basis ei, e 2 , • • • , e n , and let the constants of multiplication be denoted by c^. Let T\ = (r rs ) be the first discriminant matrix of SI, and let dh^^kChkk. Then T r 8=T 8r = s^2 hC 8 rhdh. If 21 is nilpotent, ^=0, (* = 1, 2, • • • , n),% and Ti==0. We now suppose that 21 is non-nilpotent and therefore possesses a principal idempotent element ei. § Let 9Î be the radical of 2Ï, and 33 be the set of elements x of 2Ï for which eix = 0. We may now define a basis of the type whose existence is shown in the above theorem as a normal basis for SI. In case SI is nilpotent, this basis is the ordinary normal basis for a nilpotent algebra; in case 31 has a principal unit, it is MacDuffee's normal basis.
It is evident that a transformation of the form As a consequence of the above theorem we can now omit from MacDuffee's Theorem 2 the restriction "with a principal unit".
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